
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a DC manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for DC manager

Enterprise reporting and research in areas of expertise
Engage, entertain and manage our social media community, including
moderating comments and answering questions
Use web and social media analytics to evaluate homepage layout, story
selection and Twitter and Facebook best practices
Manage a network of contributors to ensure content serves our consumers
and is consistent with our Mission Statement
Help develop, steer and execute our editorial direction, both on a daily basis
and during breaking news
Monitor shows and interviews, and efficiently turn on-air content into
compelling online stories, utilizing video and other multimedia
A passion for news and an understanding of the trends that are driving
today's most important stories
Work closely with other multi-media journalists to better integrate radio and
web, and to increase interaction and engagement among listeners, fans and
followers across all platforms
Drive and develop relationships with key stakeholders
Follows and enforces all Company policies, procedures, and reporting
requirements (e.g.,Security Program, Hazardous Materials Program)

Qualifications for DC manager

Example of DC Manager Job Description
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Coordinates and manages the flow of merchandise including the unloading,
checking in and detailing of merchandise
Strong knowledge of distribution center procedures with analytical, problem-
solving, decision-making, and proficient computer skills
Exceptional leadership, administrative, and organizational skills with the
ability to drive results
Ability to physically access all areas of working environment that he/she is
responsible for to observe operations/ associates
Ability to be flexible to work variable shifts, including weekends, and operate
on tight deadlines with multiple priorities subject to frequent changes


